Released under the John F. Kennedy Assassination Records Collection Act of 1992 (44 USC 2107 Note).

Case#: NW 53320 Date: 06-26-2017

AGENCY ORIGINATOR: CIA
FROM:
TO:
TITLE: FORM: LIONION (NOW KDAFGHAN): PRODUCTION MATERIAL (NON-CS) RECEIVED FROM MEXICO CITY
DATE: 03/24/1971
PAGES: 1
SUBJECTS: JFK ASSASSINATION LIONION

DOCUMENT TYPE: PAPER
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
RESTRICTIONS: 1B
CURRENT STATUS: RELEASED IN PART PUBLIC - RELEASED WITH DELETIONS
DATE OF LAST REVIEW: 07/07/04
COMMENTS: JFK-RH07 : F134 : 20040324-1064391

[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10414-10087
LIONION (Now KDAFGHAN)  NON-CS

JOB # 71-661
Production material (Non-CS) received from
Mexico City Station via TM 187636, 16 Mar. 71
in support of project. To be held in
Records Center for five years, then destroyed
(SEEN SHELF LIST RECORDS)

11 Folders - 1 box

24 Mar. 71

Form 1666 returned to desk 29 Mar. 71

LIONION (CARD #1)
(Now KDAFGHAN)
WH/1
JOB # 67-70I/60 BOX
3 Apr 67

ALSO SEE
JOB # 66-799
5 Cans & 30 Rolls Photo coverage Cuban Emb., Mexico City/3/
" " " " "also sent to JM/WAVE via UF1W-5989, 28 Apr 66
& UF1W-6022, MAY 66 /3
4 Boxes Microfilm for Sep 63 Sep 65 & 22 Mar - 12 Sep 66

WH/1 should have file of LIONION June/67 - Oct/67
containing CS copies of basic docs for this period, and
shows what Job # 3 the
bulky attachments are
filed in.